Readings Col 1:15-20

6 June 2021

Story
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(from Fruitfulness on the Frontline, Mark Greene, p40-14)
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Fruitfulness on the Frontline
• Today: new series from LICC
• Fruitfulness on the Frontline
• Remember the map? Does the pins need to
change?
• Why do we need to be fruitful? John 15:8: “This is
to my Father’s glory, that you bear much fruit,
showing yourselves to be my disciples. “
• But what is our fruit? Evangelism? Is that the only
fruit? (Bananas are not the only fruit)
• Let’s look at who Jesus is:
Colossians 1:15-20
• part of letter of Paul to Christians in Colossea
◦ small city modern day Turkey
• Msg: not let them be swayed by false teaching
• Introduction: this hymn-like passage on who is
Christ
• And what do we learn?
1. Jesus is God
▪ In Jesus the invisible God became visible
2. Jesus is the origin of Creation
▪ All things* were created
• in him
• by him
• through him
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• for him
▪ he is before all things*
▪ All things* are held together in him
3. Jesus is the origin of the Church
▪ The head of the body
4. He is the beginning
5. He is the Firstborn from the dead
• We learn that Jesus is supreme over all things*
◦ Let’s pause here a bit …
• Even if you though that Paul was not clear
enough, we read that:
◦ God was pleased to have all of God’s fullness
dwell in Jesus --• And why did God do this?
◦ To reconcile all things* to himself, making
peace through the blood of Christ shed on the
cross.
All things*
• When we read this we think materially, but the
translation from Greek includes: things, people
and time. Something that today we would call
every thing and every being
• Paul himself defines this as
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◦ all things and beings in heaven and on earth
▪ people, angels
◦ all visible and invisible beings and things
▪ Earth, sky, rocks, the sun
▪ time, dark matter, radiation
◦ thrones, powers, rules, authorities
▪ Human ones: Kings, Emperors,
Governments, Nations, etc
▪ Inhuman ones: Angels and demons
• So every thing and every being that you know off,
imagine and beyond what we can know off.
• Christ is supreme above everything
Reconciliation
• God wants all of these to be reconciled to himself:
people, things and spirits
• But with the fall when people turned away from
God, God himself was hurt
• He invested himself in Christ in all of Creation: in
him, for him, through him, by him
• And Creation turned away from him.
• This must have been heart-wrenching for God
• And the only thing to make reconciliation possible
was for God to let his Son Jesus Christ die on the
cross: blood shed on the cross
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Reconciled & fruitful
• But we who are in Christ have been reconciled
already to God.
• Jesus has already won us back
• And in him we are the Church
• And through the Church (His Body) Jesus wants
to reconcile all things
• And he is calling us his disciples to be fruitful
• At the beginning I asked what is this fruit then?
• Now that we know that Jesus is supreme over all
creation and that creation was made for him, in
him, through him and by him, and that he wants to
reconcile the whole of creation to him,
• We now can also see that it is more then bringing
people to Church or to Jesus.
• It is all those things that we do that bring Glory to
Jesus, where the whole of creation gives glory to
Jesus
LICC 6Ms
• LICC has created a list for us so to help us
remember where are fruit can be
• They call it the 6M’s – as every phrase has a key
word that starts with an ‘M’
• On your chairs were little cards – summarising
them as well
◦ M1 - Model Godly character
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M2 - Make good work
M3 - Minister grace and love
M4 - Mould culture
M5 - Be a Mouthpiece for truth and justice
◦ M6 - and a Messenger of the Gospel
This is not another list of things for us to do
This is a way in helping us to remember what
gives Glory to God in practical ways as we live
our lives outside of the congregation
This is an aid to help you to see that what you are
already doing gives Glory to Jesus and builds his
Kingdom at your frontline
For you to recognise that if this is what God wants
us to excel in – as it gives him glory – we can pray
for that, pray for each other
It helps us to see that in the whole of our lives we
have opportunities to please God.
◦
◦
◦
◦

•
•

•

•

•

Story of Peter revised
• Back to our earlier story of Peter the litter picker
• Maybe you can already recognise that with his
simple litter picking he was working on all these
six Ms
• Peter modelled godly character: kindness, selfcontrol, patience, picking up litter, which was the
result of other peoples less than godly character
(M1)
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•
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•

•

He made good work cleaning up the park (M2)
He has taken the initiative to Minister to strangers
with grace and love (M3)
He has moulded the culture of the walking
community in the nature reserve – it’s a friendlier
place (M4)
He has been a mouthpiece for the truth about
God’s concern for creation and the right way of
stewarding it (M5)
And he has been a Messenger of the Gospel,
telling others why he does what he does, his
relationship with Jesus and inviting people to
church.

But for Peter it all started with him asking what God
wanted him to do. And to be obedient. So his litter
picking has become another way in which Christ has
become supreme over Peter’s bit of creation: his
frontline.
What about your bit of creation? Your frontline?
Amen.
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